Distribution et Enseignement Boissinot Inc.
Liste de prix d’accessoires d’inspection visuelle 2021
Master pit reference plate PSI # PSI 101
This tool is a PSI original and has been updated to include the increments
required for carbon fiber cylinder standards. No other similar tool will help
to make a more comprehensive and accurate determination of the pit depth
or cylinder damage.. 28,95$
Pick ended probes # PSI 102
Tool for estimating pit depths. These two specially shaped (33 inch approx.)
probes are used to evaluate internal cylinder damage.
The straight probe.... 21,95$

Welt probe #PSI 103
Use this small hand held probe to evaluate external cylinder damage and
probe for covered or hidden damage. 21,95$

Crack inspection mirror #PSI 104
A specially designed 2x magnifying mirror now available in three sizes.
More powerful and smaller then a dental mirror making it easier
to see small. Available in ½, 3/8 and 5/8 inch....29.95$

MOLYKOTE DOW Corning 111 # DEB 01
5.3 oz/150g tube of silicone grease. Thread dielectric lubricant.
Prevents galling and bi-metal corrosion meeting cylinder warranty
requirements. Not to use with enriched air. 25,95$
FLARE OPTICAL VIEWER
Compact Neck Inspection Tool. The FOV provides magnification and
light far superior to a mirror and pen light allowing inspectors to easily view...
Flare Optic Viewer SCUBA/SCBA
SCBA seul
SCUBA seul

325.00$
275,00$
275,00$

DUPLEX light system
This unique, only light of its kind serves two specific required functions
at once. In one position, the 3 position toggle switch provides the bright
white light necessary for all cylinder inspections. With a quick switch it
changes to UV light required for enriched air cylinder inspections.
Center the switch and the lights turn off. The new length accommodates from 40 to 130 cu.ft. cylinders.
Now you can have the convenience of two lights in one! Includes power supply….350,00$
Available only white light……………………………………………………………..240,00$

QUICK WHIP KIT
The Quick Whip ensemble is perfect for cleaning out and polishing your steel
and aluminum cylinders. The thread bushing protects your cylinder threads
from damage while the aluminum oxide impregnated pad does the work.
Protect the base of the cylinder with the included plug or change out to the
brush to quickly touch up the bottom inside the cylinder.
This kit contains a long rod for standard sized scuba cylinders and smaller rod
(for use in smaller/shorter cylinders with 5/8" orifice or larger), 6 pads, set screw to hold plug or
brush in place, original long rod and thread bushing. For use with drill motor (not included). The
pads are replaceable and are available separately from PSI-PCI……..89,00$

LUMDEL
LED light on 12 volts current…………………………………………...69,95$

SCBA valve removal tool PSI 008
This specially designed tool has a half inch drive to easily remove the valves
from the Scott, Survivair, Interspirio, and Drager SCBA cylinders without
damage. Every inspector that inspects SCBAs should have this tool in their
tech shop.
Special tool 275,00$

EVIDENCE OF INSPECTION STICKERS NITROX or AIR
To be able to order these stickers you have to be within your 36 months
of last training
0,85¢ l’unité
80$ pour 100

To order :
Distribution et Enseignement Boissinot Inc.
242, rue du Plateau, Lévis (Qc) G7A 3E3
Tél.3Fax :(418) 831-3525
Cell. : (418) 564-3077
Email : info@debdive.com ou pboissinot@videotron.ca
Site web : www.debdive.com
These prices can be change without notice

